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Figure 2- Weaving an Iron Web. The map above is a testament to the 

success of the public investment program that the City of LaCrosse pursued. 

Because of this public-private partnership, LacCrosse became a hub for 

numerous rail lines that linked LaCrosse with inumerable destinations in the 

East and West. Murphy Library, University of Wisconsin La Crosse.

portion of the total capital required to lay new track and run trains,
it was often just enough to cover the cost of local construction and
may also have provided city inhabitants with a sense of ownership of
the road. This twisting tale of the politics of public railroad financing
in nineteenth-century La Crosse offers some tantalizing clues about
how hinterland city dwellers may have had a profound, yet often
overlooked, impact on the creation of a vast railroad network in the
Middle West.

In the end, La Crosse’s common council took advantage of state
policies to help tie their river city into the iron web that became
a sturdy latticework for the emerging Midwestern economy. By the
1880s, Wisconsin lawmakers had granted local politicians and busi-
ness leaders vital financial powers that helped them draw new rail-
roads to town and forge critical ties with Milwaukee, Chicago, and
other important markets to the east and west (see figure 1).54 As a
result, the amount of freight flowing into and out of the city by rail

54. In 1885, these railroads included the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,
which first entered La Crosse in 1857; the Green Bay and Western, which en-
tered the city in 1876; the Chicago, Burlington and Northern; and the Chicago and
Northwestern, which both began operations in town in 1886. These railroads often
began as independent lines with different names and many were purchased and
renamed as part of larger railroad networks. Doering, “Grand Excursion La Crosse,”
101–3.
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